With the development of technology, people almost have solved the problems caused by low-frequency vibration in the mechanical field. However, the problems caused by the high frequency vibration are not solved at present. Hence, the paper is based on the consideration of high frequency vibration impact factors, and it uses the GM(h,N) model in the grey system theory to identify the degree of impact factors of panel-beam coupling structure. Through pasting the mass onto panel-beam coupling structure randomly, it changes the structure of body mass, rigid and damping size. Also, according to the test, it adjusts the simulation model to ensure the correctness of the simulation model. In the simulation software Autosea2, it changes the parameters of mass, stuff and damping randomly, and it reaches the response values of the system. Next, the GM(h,N) method in the grey system theory is used to calculate the weighting of each influence factor. The results show that damping loss factor of the framework has greater influence on high frequency vibration response values, followed by damping loss factor of the panel, and tensile modulus has the least influence. It can be concluded that during the process of making and using panel-beam coupling, the main focus is to consider the properties of the materials based on resolving connection problems. We try to control the damping loss factor changes in different connecting ways to reduce the impact of the structure. The reached conclusion can be the reference to other relevant panelbeam coupling high frequency vibration.
Introduction
The paper uses the GM(h,N) in grey system theory method to determine the greater influence factors of panel-beam coupling high frequency vibration [1, 2] . During the production process, due to the differences of mass, size, stuff, damping, weld point location of assembly process, excitation of usage and temperature, they all cause the uncertainties, especially in sensitive parts of the automotive industry and the aviation industry. Therefore, the paper uses panel-beam coupling structure as the research object to simulate the impact factor of bus or airplane panel-beam coupling high frequency vibration responses. Then the qualitative analysis of the measurement results is done by using the GM(h,N) method.
In the previous researches, most of them focus on vibration level, and the majority of them are low frequency vibration. In recent years, with the increase of high-intermediate frequency (250Hz) vibration concern, there are some developments of high-intermediate frequency vibration methods. For example, the mixed method of finite element-Statistical energy analysis (FE-SEA) to intermediate frequency vibration [3~5] and the statistical energy analysis method of statistical energy analysis(SEA) to high frequency vibration [6~8] . However, these methods will extend the time spent in the early research development, and they lack the consideration of factors' uncertainties. Therefore, finding a quantitative analysis method to identify the impact on the response to the larger uncertainty factor is the theme of the present research.
In view of this, the paper creates a simulation model of the structure. Also, through practical experiments, we adjust and verify the model to generate random values to simulate the changes of each parameter. The response values are obtained by using simulation software Autosea2 [9] . Then the influence degree of each uncertain factor can be determined through the GM(h,N) method in the grey system theory [1] .
In section 2, the whole mathematical foundation of GM(h,N) in grey system theory is presented. Section 3 and section 4 present a real example and analysis for our approach. The final section of this study consists of a conclusions and recommendations for future research.
GM(h,N)
In grey system theory If in sequences,
x is the main factor in the system, and sequences
then, the we can use GM(h,N) to find the values of influence factor, the analysis steps are shown below [10] .
GM(1,N) Model
Based on the grey system theory, the N) , GM(1 is
where: i. a and
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Write the Standard Formula
Through N) , GM(1 , the equation can be arranged as
Get the Solution
Substitute the data into equation (4), then, we have
and translate equation (4) into matrix form where:
And the values of N b are the weighting of each factor
GM(0,N) Model
The GM(0,N) model is the special topic in GM(h,N), and the mathematics model is shown below
where: 
Divide 1 a in Both Sides
Same as the GM (1,N) 
, where 
Real Example

Experiment Design
Among them, Young's modulus(E=71GPa), Poisson's ratio(v=0.33), The loss factor of damping frame is 0.05%, and the loss factor of panel is 2%, and they are shown in Fig. 1 . The vibrating platform is electromagnetic vibrator, and its model number is KD-9363-EM-30F5K-10N10, which is presented in Fig. 2 [1] . 
Data Measurement
First, the structure is fixed on the vibrating platform to apply vibration with the frequency of 600Hz. Using accelerometers to measure the acceleration of a point on the specified panel and record it, and then we transform the point positions for 15 times. We can then obtain panel's average acceleration values. Pasting the mass randomly, and repeating the process 3 times, we can reach 4 groups of acceleration averages.
Next, we use simulation software Autosea2 to create structure model. The size is the actual size which is shown in Fig. 3 . Through transforming the coupling methods of mass, panel and beam, and with restrictions to adjust the model, it is able to simulate model corresponds to the acceleration of the panel and the experimental values close to each other. By doing this, we can verify the adjusted model reasonably.
Figure 3 Autosea2 simulation model
According to the given theoretical parameter values, and use the Matlab rand function to generate uniformly distributed random numbers consisting of 0 to one. The changeable range is set to be 10% up and down the theoretical data. It can generate eight groups, with the theoretical data; it can reach a total of 9 groups. We simulate random changing values of mass, stuff and damping, and we input the corresponding parameter data into simulation software-Autosea2. We set the frequency range below 500Hz ~ 1000Hz, and we can get the specified panel in different frequency vibration speed. Because the main point of this paper is high frequency research, the high frequency band speed is the weighted average of the frequency as the response of the structure in the high frequency vibration, that is, the output factor. All measured values are shown in Table 1 . 
Analysis Steps
The influence factors are density( 2 x ), tensile modulus ( 3 x ), shear modulus( 4 x ), damping loss factor of the panel( 5 x ) and damping loss factor of the framework ( 6 x ). The output factor is weighted arithmetic mean of the vibration velocity 
Find the Weighting of Influence Factor
Substitute the measurement data into equation (6) and equation (10) , then, we can get the weighting of Influence factor, as shown in Table 2 , and in this study, we also verify the results by Matlab toolbox [13] . 
Conclusion
In the traditional concept, it is thought that when the value of Young's modules is greater, the stuff is greater, and the less obvious vibration. However, it just consider the influence of mass, stuff and damping to vibration responses. In the analysis of this paper and the results in Table 2 show that damping loss factor of the framework has the greatest influence, followed by panel loss factor, shear modulus and the density of the material while tensile module has the least impact. It is visible that the connecting method between structures has greater impact on high frequency vibration, which also has impact on shear modulus' relevant torsion stuff. It is consistent with the actual situation. It is mainly because that aluminum itself is a kind of difficult weld material; hence, damping loss factor has a great impact on vibration. The results show that welding characteristics of the structure and shape of the structure have greater impact on vibration. The limitation of this paper is that we only do the aluminum research. Therefore, it is suggested to test other materials with coupling structure to see if they have the similar features. Meanwhile, other soft-computing calculation methods, like the fuzzy theory, are suggested to verify the universal and reasonable of the proposed math model in this paper. And the authors want to heartily thank Chienkuo Technology University, for this article was extension series from the project in CTU-101-RP-EE-001-008-A.
